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Who are we?

● CIO at StoneCo Ltd (STNE)
● Founder of Brazilian FreeBSD 

User Group (1995)
● FreeBSD User since 1995
● FreeBSD Committer since 2012

Edson Brandi (ebrandi)

● Sysadmin/IT Manager at 
CRMall/BS2

● FreeBSD Committer since 2017

Danilo G. Baio (dbaio)

● Undergraduate Student at the 
University of Waterloo

● FreeBSD Foundation Co-op 
(Spring 2017) 

● FreeBSD Committer since 2017

Guangyuan Yang (ygy)



Agenda

- Documentation Project Overview
- Why we need better tooling
- Introduction to Zanata and transpopy
- Proposed new workflow for translators
- Discussions



35 articles / 08 books*
   1.383,832 words
    5.535 hours of work or 230 full days (estimation of zanata)

Handbook: 255.500 words / 1022 hours
Porters Handbook: 77.060 words / 308 hours
FAQ: 27.300 words / 109 hours
FreeBSD Releng: 4.329 words / 17 hours
Leap Seconds: 538 words / 2.16 hours
…

* htdocs (FreeBSD web page) or man pages are not covered in this presentation 

Overview: FreeBSD Documentation Set



This is the challenge for new Languages that aim to translate the FreeBSD Documentation.



The truth

The current translation workflow is very boring and discouraging.

How to make it more enjoyable?

How do we better motivate volunteers?



The problem with traditional translation workflow

Just to point out some of these "problems":

● Need to learn the Documentation structure
● Deal with Docbook, Subversion, Builds
● Coordinate translations in a external repository
● Each language team has their own workflow
● Tracking updates is hard
● etc.

All of these difficulties results in a lot of outdated translations!

                                                                                    * You can read more about these problems at: http://wonkity.com/~wblock/translation/translation.pdf



The Solution: The PO Translation System

● PO translation support was added in Aug 24, 2015.
● You still need to know about the Documentation structure, Subversion, etc.
● The adoption of this new system is still slow
● Teams are still separated
● No source files (POT) for English documents.
● People that manages to translate a PO file, still needs to push it upstream. 

(Remember the size of the documents and in the ONE person working)
● Difficult to evolve without a coordinator



Number of PO files in the Doc tree

Although it was introduced more than 3 years ago, the system is 
still used by few languages...



GitHub Workflow is not good enough



GitHub Workflow is not good enough



GitHub Workflow is not good enough



Improving our translation workflow using Zanata 

The idea came after seeing the success of pfSense translation. 

In almost 2 years of work, 20 languages were translated (12 committed), a 
collective effort of more than 400 volunteers.

This is not a drastic change, it's just a tool to gather all people that are willing to 
translate the FreeBSD Documentation in the same place.

The only prerequisite for using it is the PO system, and it is already in our tree!



pfSense Zanata Project



Zanata use case for FreeBSD



Our Current Results

pt_BR:
9 months of work,  35 articles and 5 
books translated,  including The 
FreeBSD Handbook, by 40+ volunteers.

es_ES:
5 months of work,  18 articles by 2 
volunteers.

zh_CN:
Getting started...



Benefits for FreeBSD provided by a 
web translation tool

● More contributors (no solo translators)
● FreeBSD Documents translated into more languages
● Lead time smaller to translate documents
● Easy to review and update translations (improve of quality)
● Have less outdated translations
● ...



Zanata Github Sync

We do keep the documents being 
worked on the Zanata 

synchronized with a git repository 
in Github. 

This helps us to keep a backup 
copy and to have visibility of the 
progress and the quality of the 

translations received.



Jenkins 
Automation

Using Jenkins to generate 
automatic builds makes it 

easy for volunteers to track 
the results and helps us 

monitor any code breaks.



Jenkins Automatic builds



Speeding up the translation process with the 
Google Cloud Translation API

● You can generate drafts with textproc/py-transpopy (Created by kanazuchi, a Brazilian contributor)
● You need a Google Cloud Platform Account
● You need credits $$$, but - Any new GCP user gets 300 USD to try Google Cloud
● To generate a draft translation of all articles and books we used around 180 USD per language



Example of a draft translation generated by textproc/py-transpopy

Right

Right

Small adjustment

Right

Space adjustments



The award for the most 
committed volunteers was 

by far the initiative that 
brought the best results, 

the award takes place in the 
form of the distribution of 
gifts to the volunteers who 

contribute most to the 
translation effort.

What helped us to get more volunteers?



Zanata Overview



Zanata Translate Screen

The original text is 
displayed on the left 

and the text 
translated on the 

right.



Enabling a new language in a Zanata Project

The project 
administrator can 

add a new language 
for translation with a 

few clicks.



Adding a new contributor to a Zanata Project

The system allows 
each user to receive 
a specific role, which 

facilitates project 
management, 

allowing for example 
that only the best 
translators act as 

reviewers.



Zanata Rules for Translation Validations

The rules system is 
very flexible and 

allows project 
administrators to 

have full control over 
them.



And when the error 
was corrected the 
alert disappears

If the translator 
makes a mistake with 
the tags, the zanata 
will display an alert...



Tracking changes in translations

The zanata has its 
own versioning 

system, which allows 
you to have a greater 

control and 
monitoring of the 

translation 
contributions made 
by the volunteers.



Zanata Translation Memory

The zanata has a 
memory system for 
translations, which 

streamlines and 
ensures consistency 

for the translation 
process.



Zanata Translation Memory

In this example we can see that the word "Preface" appeared in 3 other documents.



Export Translation Memory (Translation Memory Exchange)

Zanata allows the 
administrator to 

export the translation 
memories.



Zanata Glossary

Glossary functionality 
helps translators to 

maintain consistency 
throughout the 

document



Zanata Glossary

The glossary feature 
also helps us identify 

situations where a 
term has received 

different translations.



Zanata Chat room

We can see who is 
working in the 

document and chat 
with them if we want.



Push source content to the Zanata server.

Pull translated content from the Zanata server.

Port devel/zanata-cli

this tool helps us in many places

Zanata Client



Proposed Workflow



https://www.lucidchart.com/documents/edit/c470e2f9-da6e-410f-96a1-53ea9132c961/0?callback=close&name=slides&callback_type=back&v=1379&s=544.5385511811024


https://www.lucidchart.com/documents/edit/84330946-7977-458d-b86e-f85fe30a5b28/0?callback=close&name=slides&callback_type=back&v=1201&s=720


Proposed Workflow: Resources
- Zanata Web Application - https://translate.freebsd.org

- Zanata Repository - https://github.com/freebsd/zanata or svnweb.freebsd.org/doc/zanata ?

- Bugzilla - New option for PR
Product: Documentation
Component: Translation (New)
Assignee: freebsd-translators@freebsd.org

- Jenkins - ci.freebsd.org
Jobs to build each language daily, the output need to be hosted somewhere like 

https://drafts.translate.freebsd.org

https://translate.freebsd.org


Languages already using Zanata:
- pt_BR (Coordinator: ebrandi, dbaio)
- es_ES (Coordinator: gabor)
- zh_CN (Coordinator: ygy)

We can already add other languages, or just when we found coordinators/contributors

There are some languages like ja_JP and de_DE that don't use POT/PO files. We think it’s better to not add 
these languages to Zanata or just add if the current translators asked for it.

Proposed Workflow: Languages



Reviewers
Reviewers will be only FreeBSD committers?
Contributors who show good work could become reviewers?

Coordinators
Coordinators can add new users to the language.
Coordinators can set users as translators or reviewers.
Coordinators will be only FreeBSD committers?
Contributors who show good work could become coordinators?

Contributors
For languages with contributors and no coordinators, we can add zanata-admin as coordinator

Proposed Workflow: Roles



For new users
Let any people register in the platform.
They will receive a "user" role and then they will need to ask to join in some language team as a 
“contributor”.
These requests will be sent by email to the language coordinator. (all handled by Zanata)

Proposed Workflow: New Users



Translation with what status can be committed?
100% translated (green) 
or 
100% reviewed (blue)

Do reviewers explicitly need to mark all the text as reviewed (blue) in the Zanata interface? 
We suggest reviewing all documents before committing it to the doc repository.
When a document is translated by a contributor and there is no coordinator in the language, the contributor 
can create a PR (Bugzilla) asking to add/modify the translated document to the doc tree. (Bugzilla → 
Documentation → Translation)

Credits to all the people in the PO file
Add them to the credits field in the PO file
Add them to contributors (head/en_US.ISO8859-1/articles/contributors)

Proposed Workflow: Commit of Translations



Update POT files

- Monthly or Quarterly?
- Send an alert to the freebsd-translators@ mailing list?
- Register the update procedure in Wiki so any doc committer can do this?

Proposed Workflow: Update Zanata Source Files



Next Steps

PoC Zanata → https://translate-dev.freebsd.org
We can move pt_BR to there for a few months
Configure all resources (Jenkins/Output translations/Repository/Maillist/Wiki)

Zanata Public → https://translate.freebsd.org
Announce

Future:
Translate htdocs with Gettext (PO files) and Zanata ???

Translate man pages with Gettext (PO files) and Zanata ???

https://translate-dev.freebsd.org
https://translate.freebsd.org

